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Scenario A (Central Reference): the climate year representation in the economic viability 
analysis is calibrated based on the Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) of the ERAA 2022 
adequacy results aiming at the consistency of this indicator throughout the economic 
viability and adequacy analyses. This scenario results in aims at exposing substantial 
investorsment reaction to a similar amount of price spikes in both modules of ERAA.  

Scenario B (Sensitivity): the climate year representation in the economic viability analysis 
is calculated according to the ERAA 2022 methodology, aiming at the consistency of the 
total system costs throughout the Economic Viability Assessment. This scenario 
exposesresults in comparably measured investorsment reaction to a lower amount of 
price spikes in the Economic Viability Assessment than in the Economic Dispatch 
module.  

Both central reference scenario and sensitivity provide relevant information shall be read 
in conjunction. They are the outcome of an economic viability assessment implemented 
on the same three climate years but with different weights assigned to each of them. The 
selected weights serve the different purpose of each scenario described above.The 
central refence scenario provides the basis for the identification of resource adequacy 
concerns. The sensitivity complements the central reference scenario. In particular, it 
illustrates the extent to which the adequacy assessment is sensitive to the weights 
assigned to the climate years. 

Simulating investment decisions is an inherently difficult task and the ERAA methodology 
is still under development in that aspect. While The central reference Sscenario A aims 
to alleviate the inherent modelisation bias between the Economic Viability and Economic 
Dispatch studies, and it leads to creates another bias on that a single extreme climatic 
year becomes dominant in the investment/ decommissioning decisions importantly 
driven by price spikes. The results of this approach improves therefore cannot be 
interpreted in isolation for the identification of adequacy concerns in Europe and needs 
to be complemented with a sensitivity that maintains consistency between the 
Economic Viability Assessment and the Economic Dispatch modules of ERAAon the 
investment driver (revenues) and thus relies more moderately on a single climate year. 
Both scenarios together can therefore provide a more robust picture of the risks. 

 

  



 
 

 

 


